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Section B

Existing Regulation

(b) Cross Country Orienteering. An event involving a cross country map reading exercise where the use of a vehicle is merely incidental as a means of transport, and in which the experience or skill of a Driver plays no part.

Proposed Regulation

(b) Cross Country Orienteering. An event involving a cross country map reading exercise where the use of a vehicle is merely incidental as a means of transport, and in which the experience or skill of a Driver plays no part—navigating and driving a vehicle to an objective, or series of objectives.

54.1.1. Competitors are expected to drive and navigate to specific eight figure map references.

54.1.2. Vehicles taking part in night orienteering events must comply with the statutory lighting regulations.

54.1.3. A compass and watch should be carried by all Competitors.

54.1.4. Competitors will be issued with route cards and instructions five minutes before their due start time.

None

None

Reason: To update the Orienteering event regulations to cater for a lower level type of event which does not require winching.

Date of implementation: 1st January 2012